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Abstract
This paper reports a study on the development of the Chinese character recognition knowledge in 2,942 Hong Kong Cantonese-speaking elementary school children. 2,357 Chinese characters in the Revised Chinese Character List (2007) for Hong Kong Cantonese-speaking elementary school children were divided into 36 versions of test booklets to test the school children’s character recognition knowledge. Each test booklet consisted of a list of 130 to 132 character items, with 50% of linkage to the next test booklet in the series. The results suggest that the children’s character recognition knowledge grows as they progress in their education levels. The acquisition during the period of level two is rapid and marked. By level three, the school children’s ability reaches 91% coverage of the Chinese characters in the Revised Character List (2007). Furthermore, the study has classified the 2,357 Chinese characters in the Revised Chinese Character List (2007) by grade level.
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1. Introduction
Language development is a crucial area of research because it relates closely to cognitive development (Anderson & Freebody, 1981; Terman, 1916; Wechsler, 1949) and academic achievement (Miller, 1988; Stanovich, 1986). In Chinese language development, characters serve as basic building blocks in understanding and generating sentences and in reading competence, especially for pupils aged from 6 to 9 (Cheung, 2007). Studies of character knowledge can therefore provide a window on the process of Chinese language acquisition as a whole. Measures on Chinese character knowledge can thus be used as a proxy for the language ability of the pupils.

1.1 Chinese character and Chinese word
In human language, there is a link between a given writing system and a particular variety of spoken language. The writing system represents utterances of that particular spoken variety (Sampson, 1985). The Chinese writing system is morphemic (Kratochvil, 1968), in which Chinese scripts are representing Chinese morphemes rather than Chinese words. There are no inflections in Chinese language. Grammatical relations are established either by word order or by the use of independent grammatical particles. Most of the time, word, or vocabulary, in Chinese language consists of more than one morpheme. For instance, the Chinese word, or Chinese vocabulary 電車 ‘tram’ is made up of two free morphemes ‘electricity-car’. The quadrisyllabic fixed combination 一見鍾情 ‘love at first sight’ is made up of four morphemes. Therefore, in principle, there is one symbol in the Chinese scripts for one morpheme. Such a symbol is called a Chinese character. An individual Chinese character is always pronounced in a given spoken variety, for instance, in Cantonese in the Hong Kong Community. Linguistically, each Chinese character with a standard written form is linked to a canonical spoken form for Cantonese. For instance, the Chinese character ‘字’ ‘character’ is linked to the spoken Cantonese canonical form [zi6], the word 欣賞 ‘admire’ which consists of two Chinese characters is linked to the spoken Cantonese canonical form [jum1 pui3]. Whenever the Hong Kong Cantonese-speaking school children learn the Chinese character, they simultaneously learn the standard Cantonese pronunciation and the meaning the Chinese character represents.

1.2 The Revised Chinese Character List
As early as 1990, the Hong Kong government had developed the first Chinese Character List (Hong Kong Curriculum Development Unit, 1990) for elementary school children in Hong Kong. The Chinese characters in the
Character List (HKCDU, 1990) were classified into six grade levels (i.e. level one to level six, levels one to six in Hong Kong education correspond to grades one to six in the west) and formed an important basis for the Chinese language curriculum at elementary school levels for 17 years until 2007. Nevertheless, because of the political changes and their consequential impact on societal goals and education processes, the Character List (HKCDU, 1990) was deemed inadequate by the Hong Kong Education Bureau, and was replaced by a Revised Chinese Character List (Hong Kong Curriculum Development Unit, 2007) in 2007. In 2007, the Hong Kong Curriculum Development Unit published the Vocabulary List (Hong Kong Curriculum Development Unit, 2007) for Hong Kong elementary education. The Vocabulary List (HKCDU, 2007) contains 9680 textbook and newspaper words. The entries are based on five sources: the word lists of the Chinese language elementary textbooks in China, the Neidi Tongyong Ciuyubiao (the Commonly Used Word List) (Guojia Yuyan Wenzi Gongzuo Weiyuanhui [State Language Work Committee], 2006) in China, the Taiwan Jiaoyubu Changyong Ciuyubiao 1998 (the Commonly Used Word List 1998) (Ministry of Education, 1998) from Taiwan, the Vocabulary List (HKCDU, 1996) from Hong Kong and the Commonly Used Word Corpus (2003) from the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. At first, all the words in both the word lists of the Chinese language elementary textbooks in China and the Vocabulary List (HKCDU, 1996) in Hong Kong were entered. Then 15 000 of the high-frequently used words in each of the remaining three sources were selected. This resulted in five data sets of textbook and newspaper words from China, Taiwan and Hong Kong. Then the commonly occurring words in at least three data sets were included as the main entry words. Additional word entries included idioms, simple classical Chinese words, proper nouns and transliteration words. Thereafter, a character list of 3 541 Chinese characters was generated from this vocabulary list. Both the vocabulary and character lists were classified into two key stages, namely, key stage one (i.e. level one to level three) and key stage two (i.e. level four to level six). Thus, the Vocabulary and Character Lists for Hong Kong Elementary Education (HKCDU, 2007) have replaced the former Vocabulary List (HKCDU, 1996) and the former Character List (HKCDU, 1990) respectively and have served as the prescriptive references for language learning and assessment for elementary education in Hong Kong. In the Revised Chinese Character List (2007), there are 2 357 entries for key stage one school children and 1 184 entries for key stage two school children.

1.3 Receptive character knowledge and productive character knowledge

Nation (1990) identified two levels of vocabulary knowledge, namely, receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge. Receptive vocabulary knowledge refers to the learners’ ability to recognize and understand the vocabulary in reading and listening whereas productive vocabulary knowledge is vocabulary the learners produced in writing and speaking. The learners will acquire the receptive knowledge initially (Carey, 1978) and through intentional learning (Chall, 1987; Nagy & Anderson, 1984; Nagy & Herman, 1987) and practice and drill (Paribakht & Wesche, 1996; Senechal, 1997, T’soou, Kwan and Liu, 1997), the receptive knowledge will be elevated to the productive knowledge. In Chinese language, every Chinese character stands for a Chinese morpheme which usually is a single syllable together with its respective meaning (Kratochvil, 1968). Most of the time, the Chinese vocabulary, or word, comprises more than one morpheme and thus, is written with more than one character. Receptive Chinese character knowledge, therefore, refers to the learners’ ability to recognize and understand the ‘what’ aspects of the characters, that is to say, knowing what the character sounds like and the meaning the character represents. Productive Chinese character knowledge, then, refers to whether the learners are able to master the ‘how’ aspects of the characters, that is, knowing how to write and use the character.

1.4 Previous studies on Chinese character knowledge

Chinese character knowledge studies that provide examples of the current state of the field in Taiwan, China and Hong Kong are reviewed.

Ke and Wu (1987, 1990 & 1993) successfully compiled both a high-frequency character list and a difficult character list for Taiwan level one, level two, level three and level six school children respectively. There are 968 high-frequency characters and 175 difficult characters for level one, 1 778 high-frequency characters and 196 difficult characters for level two, 3 258 high-frequency characters and 419 difficult characters for level three, 4 138 high-frequency characters and 246 difficult characters for level six. Ke et al. (1987, 1990 & 1993), therefore, provide a reference for writing pedagogical texts and designing Chinese language assessment not only for Taiwan elementary school children, but also for cross-regional educators and researchers on studying character development of native Chinese children.

In China, Li, Peng and Shu (2006) explored the emergence and development of Chinese orthographic awareness and the correlation between orthographic awareness and Chinese characters in 474 preschool and elementary school children. Figures, ill-component non-characters, ill-structure non-characters, pseudo-characters and real
characters were used as stimuli to test the participants’ judgment on legal characters. The results showed that orthographic awareness did not appear until level one. Preschool children could only discriminate figures among stimuli whereas elementary school children were aware of the legality of the component and the structure of the Chinese characters. The awareness of character structure was more easily acquired than the awareness of character component in school children from China.

Li (1999) in Hong Kong developed a Preschool Chinese Literacy Scale for assessing the Chinese character knowledge of kindergarten children aged from 2 to 6 years. The Scale consisted of 200 Chinese characters and was tested in Hong Kong, Beijing and Singapore. The results provide converging empirical evidence that the Scale is primarily reliable.

Tse, Marton, Ki and Loh (2007) proposed an integrative approach to teach Chinese characters for Hong Kong school children. Apart from teaching the Chinese characters at context and word levels, the language teachers can help the school children to make use of the semantic radicals and the phonetic radicals of the Chinese characters to infer the meaning of the unfamiliar Chinese characters.

Cheung (2007) selected 260 Chinese characters randomly from the Character List (1990) to test the character production knowledge of 485 level two school children in Hong Kong. The knowledge of the sound, form and meaning of the selected characters was tested. The findings reveal that the school children’s knowledge of sound takes precedence, the meaning comes second and the form is third.

In all, the above review of the current studies suggests various focuses on Chinese character knowledge research. Nonetheless, it convinces us that Chinese character knowledge research is a crucial area in language acquisition. In Hong Kong, the information of Chinese character acquisition in native Chinese children is lacking. In these circumstances, investigation into Chinese character knowledge development with reference to the Revised Chinese Character List (2007) would add information to the body of Chinese character research.

1.5 The purpose of the study

The present study investigates the development of the acquisition of the primary aspect of Chinese language, the Chinese character, by early elementary school children in an Asian city, Hong Kong. It aims to provide empirical evidence on the Chinese character recognition knowledge on the basis of the Revised Chinese Character List (2007). Currently, there is no classification of grade levels of the Chinese characters in the Revised Chinese Character List (2007). Therefore, a second purpose of the study is to classify the Chinese characters for early elementary school children in the said ‘List’ by grade levels. Thus, the teachers can align their teaching with the early elementary school children’s character knowledge as well as the proposed Chinese character grade level lists (see Appendices 1 to 4).

2. Method

2.1 Participants

The participants were 2942 elementary school children, approximately equal numbers of male and female, studying in level one (n = 936), level two (n = 974) and level three (n = 1032) in eight Hong Kong elementary schools. The distribution is indicated in Table 1.

The elementary schools that participated in this study, as reported by the respective school principals, were at the middle range of the academic achievement continuum in the elementary school population in Hong Kong. The pupils had normal intelligence, no speech impediments or language disabilities, as reported by their parents and teachers, and were between 6 and 7 years of age in level one, 7 and 8 years of age in level two, and 8 and 9 years of age in level three at the time they participated in the study. They were native speakers of Cantonese and learned the written form of Modern Standard Chinese from formal instruction in school. Their schools followed the syllabus of Chinese language education as recommended by the Education Bureau in Hong Kong. In summary, the pupils were studying the same curriculum, speaking Cantonese as their mother tongue and using Modern Standard Chinese in writing. The Hong Kong Education Bureau has divided the schooling from elementary to secondary into four key stages (Learning to Learn – The Way Forward in Curriculum Development, 2001; The New Academic Structure for Senior Secondary Education and Higher Education – Action Plan for Investing in the Future of Hong Kong, 2005), namely, key stage one (junior elementary, level one to level three), key stage two (senior elementary, level four to level six), key stage three (junior secondary, level seven to level nine) and key stage four (senior secondary, level ten to level twelve). The research sample in this study was the elementary school children of key stage one (i.e. level one to level three). Thus, for this study, the sample reflects the pupil
population at key stage one at the middle range of the academic achievement continuum and, specifically, reflects the level difference, that is to say, the difference in level one, level two and level three, in early elementary school children of the Cantonese-speaking community in Hong Kong.

2.2 Instruments

The instrument employed in this study used 36 versions of Chinese character test booklets. Each test booklet contained from 130 to 132 character items.

Given that the 2,357 Chinese characters for key stage one to be tested are too many for any single participant, they were divided into 36 lists of between 65 and 66 Chinese characters each such that the tests were not too physically demanding for the school children. The allocation of the Chinese characters into the 36 lists was by a random process in order to ensure that the difficulty levels across the 36 lists were approximately equal. Thus, 36 versions of the test booklets were formed from the lists to provide comprehensive coverage of the 2,357 characters in the Revised Chinese Character List (2007). A 50% linkage across the test booklets was established by tagging the list in the subsequent test booklet to the end of the previous one (i.e. the second half of the previous booklet became the first half of the following booklet). For instance, the test booklet A consisted of lists 1 and 2. The test booklet B consisted of lists 2 and 3. The last booklet consisted of lists 36 and 1. Such an arrangement ensured adequate connectivity between the test booklets. Hence, each test booklet was made up of a list of between 130 and 132 test items, each test item being one Chinese character, and there was a 50% linkage between consecutive test booklets in the series. Each participant was asked to complete one test booklet only.

2.3 Procedures

The test was carried out in a regular Chinese language class, under the supervision of the investigator. The test booklets were distributed sequentially to the participants according to their student identity number. The participants responded to each Chinese character item in the booklet by indicating whether or not they recognized the character, thus yielding a dichotomous response. For the participants in level one, the investigator read out the characters one by one to the school children. The participants in level two and level three completed the test during the class time. Also, all participants were reminded that their responses were anonymous so they were able to respond as truthfully as possible. Most participants were able to complete the entire test in 30 minutes.

The data were compiled into 36 data files, one for each test booklet, with 50% linkage across the files. Each file had between 130 and 132 Chinese character items. Each character item was attempted by between 42 and 58 participants at level one, 43 and 61 participants at level two and 42 and 64 participants at level three.

While gender differences in western language development studies are often examined, they nevertheless maybe found in one context but then not observed in another (Gleason & Ely, 2002). In most Chinese language acquisition studies, significant language differences between boys and girls are rarely observed (Li, 1999; Li, Peng, & Shu 2006; Tse, Marton, Ki & Loh, 2007; Tsou, Lee, Tung, Kwan, & Au, 2000). For this reason, the research sample was not split on gender lines in the analysis. The SPSS 17.0 for Windows (2008) was used for the analysis of the data.

3. Results

This section reports the analyses of the data which include: (a) children’s Chinese character recognition knowledge; (b) basic Chinese character mastery for all levels; (c) the percentage of learning in Chinese character recognition from one level to the next. Levels one, two and three in Hong Kong education correspond to grades one, two and three in the west. Level will be used in what follows.

3.1 Children’s Chinese character recognition knowledge

Table 2 presents the school children’s performance in the recognition of the 2,357 characters. In Table 2, it can be seen that level-three children performed better than the level-two children (recognition 87% vs. 75%) and the level-one children (recognition 87% vs. 54%). Level-two children performed better than the level-one children (recognition 75% vs. 54%) as well. This indicates that the children at higher grade levels were found to have more knowledge in Chinese character recognition than children in lower grades. This provides strong evidence that the children’s character recognition knowledge grows as they progress in their education levels.

3.2 Basic Chinese character mastery for all levels

In order to indicate the school children’s mastery of Chinese characters at each level, a cut-off of .6 was used for all levels. In other words, the character items which had a mean of .6 and above were classified as basic mastery
characters for that particular level. The cut-off of .6 was chosen since most Chinese classroom teachers would accept a character item recognized 60% and above as being understood by school children for that specific grade level.

3.2.1 Level-one Mastery Characters

Level-one children showed basic mastery on 963 characters of the 2357 characters presented to them. In other words, 963 items, or 41% of the 2357 characters were recognized by 60% and above of the level-one children. As Figure 1 shows, level-one school children had a mean of .83 (SD = .13) on the 963 basic mastery characters. Consequently, 1394 non-mastery level-one characters (i.e. those below the .6 cut-off) were left for further investigation at level-two. The large spike in the histogram around 1 (perfect recognition) is due to a few particularly easy items that Chinese school children know before entering level-one (i.e. they have learned these characters in kindergarten). A few examples of such character items include 王 ‘middle’, 姊 ‘young sister’, 是 ‘am, are, is’, 美 ‘pretty’, 九 ‘nine’, 口 ‘mouth’, 天 ‘sky’, 白 ‘white’, 車 ‘car’, 魚 ‘fish’ and 雨 ‘rain’. The list of the 963 level-one basic mastery characters is shown in appendix 1.

3.2.2 Level-two Mastery Characters

Level-two children’s recognition knowledge on the level-one 963 mastery characters was tested first. Level-two children showed basic mastery of all level-one 963 items (M = .94, SD = .06). The performance of level-two children on the non-mastery level-one 1394 characters was tested next. Level-two children showed considerable learning (level-two children: M = .62, SD = .21 vs. level-one children: M = .34, SD = .14) on the 1394 characters. Using the .6 cut-off, level-two children showed basic mastery on 802 of these characters. That is, they showed mastery on 58% of the characters not mastered by level-one children. Therefore, the total number of characters mastered by level-two children is 1765, or 75% of the 2357 characters. This represents a learning increment of about 34% over level-one school children. Indicated in Figure 2, level-two school children had a mean of .77 (SD = .10) on their 802 basic mastery characters. Consequently, 592 non-mastery level-two character items (i.e. those below the .6 cut-off) were left for further investigation at level-three. The list of the 802 level-two basic mastery characters is shown in appendix 2.

3.2.3 Level-three Mastery Characters

Before looking into the level-three children’s performance on the 592 non-mastery level-two characters, the level-three children’s recognition knowledge on the 802 level-two mastery characters was tested. Level-three children showed basic mastery of all level-two 802 items (M = .91, SD = .08). The performance of level-three children on the non-mastery level-two 592 characters was tested next. Level-three children showed considerable learning (level-three children: M = .65, SD = .18 vs. level-two children: M = .41, SD = .13) on the 592 characters. Likewise, using the .6 cut-off, the level-three children showed basic mastery on 392 of these characters. That is, they showed mastery on 66% of the characters not mastered by level-two children. Therefore, the total number of characters mastered by level-three school children is 2157, or 91% of the 2357 characters. This shows a learning increment of about 17% over level-two school children. Indicated in Figure 3, level-three school children had a mean of .75 (SD = .09) on their 392 basic mastery characters. Consequently, 200 non-mastery level-three character items (i.e. those below the .6 cut-off) were left. The list of the 392 level-three basic mastery characters is shown in appendix 3.

3.2.4 Level-three Non-Mastery Characters

200 Chinese characters (M = .44, SD = .12) were found not to have been mastered by level-three school children. The list of the 200 non-mastery level-three characters is shown in appendix 4. Examination of these 200 non-mastery level-three characters reveals that many are typical of Chinese characters not learned until key stage two (i.e. levels-four to-six). Moreover, five items of the 200 Chinese characters, namely, 厘 ‘centimeter’, 膨 ‘kiss’, 膜 ‘soft’, 簡 ‘brief’ and 眄 ‘mountain range’, were found to be particularly difficult for the level-three school children. These five characters were recognized only by between 4% and 15% of level-three school children.

3.3 Percentage of learning in Chinese character recognition from one level to the next

It can be observed in Figure 4 that the most rapid learning of Chinese characters occurred at level-two where the learning increment was 34% (the grey area in the stacked bar of level-two) more than level-one. The learning increment at level-three was just over half that at 17% (the grey area in the stacked bar of level-three). Thus, by
level-three, the school children basically mastered all the Chinese characters for key stage one (levels-one to-three) in the Revised Chinese Character List (2007). This provides strong evidence that the school children’s character knowledge is found to increase as they gain more education experience. Nevertheless, around 9% of the Chinese characters in the said List may still not be recognized at level-three.

4. Discussion

Based on the data, achieving the purpose of the study about investigating Hong Kong elementary school children’s Chinese character recognition knowledge with respect to the Revised Chinese Character List (2007) and classifying the Chinese characters for key stage one in the said List into grade levels according to the school children’s recognition knowledge is possible.

Firstly, the results of the study have yielded a description of Chinese character knowledge acquisition among Hong Kong Cantonese-speaking early elementary school children. Their character knowledge is found to increase with progressing educational levels. This supports the literature that school children’s recognition of Chinese characters becomes greater as they progress through increasing academic levels. The acquisition during the period of level-two is rapid and marked. By level-three, the school children’s ability would reach 91% coverage of the Chinese characters in the Revised Chinese Character List (2007).

The findings have important implications for Chinese character knowledge development and assessment, as well as Hong Kong language education. The Hong Kong teachers need to be aware of the school children’s Chinese character knowledge development and assist the school children to develop themselves according to the level each of the school children is at. The school children’s Chinese character knowledge can be accounted for by a number of factors, namely, the selection and use of the Chinese characters in a textbook, the systematic way character competence is developed in each of the children and the school children’s motivation, drive and efforts in character learning. The critical conditions for character development are encounter and use. The curriculum planners and the teachers should give due consideration to the selection and the teaching of the characters the school children encounter in their particular grade level. This provides an important avenue for the school children to formulate receptive knowledge. Further, the school children should be well motivated to learn the set of Chinese characters that corresponds to their grade level. Thus, their character knowledge can be elevated to the productive level.

Secondly, 2,357 Chinese characters for key stage one in the Revised Chinese Character List (2007) are classified into three proposed level lists of mastery of Chinese characters in this study. The three level lists can serve as the reference for the curriculum writers and teachers, who could draw the classified Chinese characters from the respective level lists to enhance the preparation of curriculum materials and the construction of language assessment. It is the first attempt to propose a prescriptive reference by grade level for character learning since the original Hong Kong Chinese Character Level Lists (1990). The 1,184 Chinese characters for key stage two in the Revised Chinese Character List (2007) to be classified into three level lists for the Hong Kong level four, level five and level six school children are worth considering in future research. Thus, it would possibly establish six basic mastery character lists for the learning and teaching of Chinese characters for Hong Kong elementary education.

Thirdly, there appears to be no pressing need upon the key stage one (i.e. levels-one to -three) school children to acquire the set of the 200 non-mastery level-three Chinese characters. Nonetheless, the school children would gradually master them in key stage two (i.e. levels-four to -six). Examination of the 200 Chinese characters reveals many of these characters are complex characters consisting of complicated interwoven strokes, for instance, 炮 ‘to hang’, 喜 ‘to roar’, 然 ‘to stop’, 携 ‘to carry’, 條 ‘to tie together’, 鼎 ‘three-legged bronze caldron’, 菩 ‘Buddha’, 囊 ‘bag’, 檯 ‘table’ and 艳 ‘colorful’. A series of studies suggests that orthographic processing is the basic processing component in reading Chinese (Peng, Li, & Yang, 1997; Shu & Anderson, 1999; Taft, Zhu & Peng, 1999). Furthermore, current models of Chinese reading emphasize the importance of the recognition of orthographic representation prior to the activation of phonological and meaning information in reading Chinese (Perfetti, Liu & Tan, 2005; Taft et al., 1999). Therefore, the complication of the interwoven strokes to form the square-shape Chinese character may contribute significantly to the difficulty in recognizing them by key stage one school children. However, the key stage one school children with desirable progression to key stage two, that is to say, with increment in Chinese characters and vocabularies, with gradual development in cognition, will improve their understanding of the interwoven strokes of the Chinese characters as well as their ability to perceive and manipulate them.
Lastly, there are five most difficult items, namely, ATEGORY‘centimeter’, avigate ‘kiss’, avigate ‘soft’, 畢 ‘brief’ and 畢 ‘mountain range’, for the key stage one school children in the list of the 200 non-mastery level-three Chinese characters. These five Chinese characters are discussed below.

The Chinese character avigate ‘centimeter’, recognized by only 4% of the level-three school children, consists of a simplified form 畢 ‘centimeter’ which earned 94% recognition from level-two school children and is classified in the level-two basic mastery character list. The simplified form 畢 ‘centimeter’ as in the word 厘米 ‘centimeter transliteration’ is always used in arithmetic learning in level-two. The rare usage of the form 畢 ‘centimeter’ in learning arithmetic is a possible reason that 畢 ‘centimeter’ obtains a surprisingly low recognition among the key stage one children. Only when the school children to be promoted to key stage two and learn the Chinese four-character fixed expression 恭賀新春 ‘Happy New Year’, will the form 畢 plausibly yield a higher recognition percentage. However, the character 畢 means ‘happiness’ in this expression.

The three Chinese characters 胖 ‘kiss’, avigate ‘soft’ and 畢 ‘brief’ obtain 8%, 13% and 14% recognition from the key stage one school children respectively. They are a variant form of the Chinese characters 吻 ‘kiss’, 軟 ‘soft’ and 略 ‘brief’. Interestingly, the standard forms 吻 ‘kiss’, 軟 ‘soft’ and 略 ‘brief’ appear to gain a substantial amount of recognition from the key stage one children. 吻 ‘kiss’ (recognition 67%) and 軟 ‘soft’ (recognition 87%) are classified in the level-two basic mastery character list whereas 略 ‘brief’ (recognition 65%) is in the level-three basic mastery list. It would be possible that the school children start to learn the standard forms 吻 ‘kiss’, 軟 ‘soft’ and 略 ‘brief’ in school. Their variant form is consciously avoided from appearing in the school textbooks because in Hong Kong the norm of standard language is strictly observed in school. As a result, the key stage one school children are unable to acquire an awareness of the existence of the variant forms 胖 ‘kiss’, avigate ‘soft’ and 畢 ‘brief’. This accounts for the strikingly low recognition of them among the Hong Kong elementary school children. Nevertheless, our findings reveal that more than 60% of the key stage one school children recognized the standard forms 吻 ‘kiss’, 軟 ‘soft’ and 略 ‘brief’. Therefore, the poor recognition of their variant form is not significant in the Hong Kong school children’s Chinese character acquisition.

The Chinese character 畢 ‘mountain range’, only recognized by 15% of the level-three school children, contains twenty-two strokes. While most Chinese characters fall within the range of seven to seventeen strokes (Kratchvich, 1968), the great number of strokes 畢 ‘mountain range’ probably poses a heavier burden on the school children for recognition and makes such matters as memorization a very difficult affair.

5. Conclusion

In summary, the study adds new information to the literature. The results suggest that Hong Kong elementary school children’s Chinese character recognition knowledge increases with progressing educational levels. Their Chinese character recognition knowledge accelerates and develops rapidly at level-two. By completion of the key stage one, the school children have a grasp of 91% coverage of the Chinese characters in the Revised Chinese Character List (2007). Further, the results generate four proposed Chinese character level lists (see Appendices 1 to 4) which are beneficial references for language education.
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### Appendix 1

The 963 Level-one Basic Mastery Characters, Ordered from 1 Stroke to 25 Strokes

| 1 stroke | 乙 一 人 八 二 月 十 木 六
| 2 strokes | 仁 二 人 木 刀 之 手 三 月 七
| 3 strokes | 十 人 二 月 手 之 上 三 木 下
| 4 strokes | 切 正 月 火 之 之 工 之
| 5 strokes | 代 彳 三 之 之 之
| 6 strokes | 乙 正 工 之 之 之
| 7 strokes | 之 之 之 之 之
| 8 strokes | 之 之 之 之 之
| 9 strokes | 之 之 之 之 之
| 10 strokes | 之 之 之 之 之 |
Appendix 2

The 802 Level-two Basic Mastery Characters, Ordered from 3 Strokes to 27 Strokes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 strokes</th>
<th>凡 久</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 strokes</td>
<td>仍 目 介 孔 引 五</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 strokes</td>
<td>令 旦 犯 甘 付 令 万 巧 必</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 strokes</td>
<td>诚 侍 如 王 名 身 罗 汗 汗 而 金 列 式</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 strokes</td>
<td>存 冲 竹 并</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 strokes</td>
<td>服 均 债 谷 序 毅 业 沉 吸 拱 咬 私 飘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 strokes</td>
<td>府 彦 忌 附 呼 剃 抵 巳 展 茅 临 孤 赏 气</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 strokes</td>
<td>再 成 然 相 摹 朝 吞 佩 纸 宜 裳</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 strokes</td>
<td>无 均 脏 驱 伤 烧 仇 眼 感 作 瞄 侧 饮 侧 部</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 strokes</td>
<td>咏 佛 信 茫 坛 丰 潜 元 静 而 美 非 静</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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35
13 strokes
姪 迤 鷹 塔 鍊 賦 割 損 絕 艇 塗 陋 捌 噪 預
搞 堤 尚 損 羅 累 鳳 侮 船 複 起 隔 兩 空 鬱
醒 紅 塊 采 零 腳 腿 透 冒 趙 數 船 拉 榜 鈴
誠 林 釋 戴 楷 擺 試 攻 無 琴 磚 燃 鋪 煮
14 strokes
褫 競 首 貌 詩 劑 話 慌 實 證 腹 鋼 轉 盪 風
製 漁 購 庫 侵 鍍 享 盡 振 速 法 輪 犯 劫 槍
蝴蝶 潮 潤 漢 榮 優 經 糧 殼 短 帝 間 邁 入 與
高 團 紅 認 聚 漢 腿 管 漫 息 業
15 strokes
鈴 盤 墓 蝴 蝶 鳥 惠 封 招 車 再 計 購 顧 策 票
熟 暫 敵 尾 創 繼 增 朝 摺 拓 姆 足 埋 砲 幣 過
慶 慶 擺 楼 請 横 進 送 到 郎 怡 衝 權 確 滿
重 攝 鋼 賽 萤 球 透 撒 炸 騎 廣 鋼 象 運 剑
練 年 當 膠 德 烏 費 餘
16 strokes
壁 扶 酷 驚 激 橫 獲 檢 擬 儷 輪 意 俗 隨 鋼 遠
場 諸 辦 險 議 僱 晚 鮮 擁 輕 漏 旗 晴 擁 銷
17 strokes
駛 衆 委 機 檢 稿 稱 乘 優 增 關 需 合 湯 翠
輸 聖 誇 他 操 擴 畫 聽 戴 具 輪 似
18 strokes
操 鎖 會 坚 挺 與 樹 堅 釘 坚 鍊 鐵 鐵 殺 断 鐵
握 轉 燃 擊 騎 黑 榕 髪
19 strokes
線 勾 勿 驅 索 載 塞 腿 稳 嚴 錦 念 銅 狐 聲
織 織 棉 坏
20 strokes
底 銀 漂 陰 艘 使 電 朝 旅 飛 銀
21 strokes
燭 燕 機 陰 變 張 螢 警 露
22 strokes
鴛 銀 禮 鍾 重 鐘 鋁 燈 錦
23 strokes
駕 柔 驚 檢
24 strokes
燭 鷹 篙
25 strokes
觀 旋 剪
26 strokes
講
27 strokes
鐘
Appendix 3

The 392 Level-three Basic Mastery Characters, Ordered from 3 Strokes to 27 Strokes

3 strokes 夕 弓 包
5 strokes 列 未 侖 辛 使
6 strokes 昭 托 低 低 包
7 strokes 包 招 承 创 承 承 承 承 承 承
8 strokes 平 乱 乱 乱 乱 乱 乱 乱 乱 乱
9 strokes 安 安 安 安 乱 乱 乱 乱 乱 乱
10 strokes 招 招 招 招 招 招 招 招 招 招
11 strokes 连 连 连 连 连 连 连 连 连 连
12 strokes 用 用 用 用 用 用 用 用 用 用
13 strokes 部 部 部 部 部 部 部 部 部 部
14 strokes 曲 曲 曲 曲 曲 曲 曲 曲 曲 曲
15 strokes 春 春 春 春 春 春 春 春 春 春
16 strokes 挂 挂 挂 挂 挂 挂 挂 挂 挂 挂
17 strokes 骑 骑 骑 骑 骑 骑 骑 骑 骑 骑
18 strokes 领 前 前 前 前 前 前 前 前 前
19 strokes 海 海 海 海 海 海 海 海 海 海
20 strokes 猫 猫 猫 猫 猫 猫 猫 猫 猫 猫
21 strokes 殿 殿 殿 殿 殿 殿 殿 殿 殿 殿
22 strokes 演 演 演 演 演 演 演 演 演 演
23 strokes 指 指 指 指 指 指 指 指 指 指
24 strokes 淄 淄 淄 淄 淄 淄 淄 淄 淄 淄
25 strokes 捌 捌 捌 捌 捌 捌 捌 捌 捌 捌
26 strokes 捌 捌 捌 捌 捌 捌 捌 捌 捌 捌
27 strokes 狀 賣 賣 賣 賣 賣 賣 賣 賣 賣
Appendix 4

The 200 Level-three Non-mastery Characters, Ordered from 4 Strokes to 28 Strokes

| 4 strokes | 4 strokes | 5 strokes | 5 strokes | 6 strokes | 6 strokes | 7 strokes | 7 strokes | 8 strokes | 8 strokes | 9 strokes | 9 strokes | 10 strokes | 10 strokes | 11 strokes | 11 strokes | 12 strokes | 12 strokes | 13 strokes | 13 strokes | 14 strokes | 14 strokes | 15 strokes | 15 strokes | 16 strokes | 16 strokes | 17 strokes | 17 strokes | 18 strokes | 18 strokes | 19 strokes | 19 strokes | 20 strokes | 20 strokes | 21 strokes | 21 strokes | 22 strokes | 22 strokes | 23 strokes | 23 strokes | 24 strokes | 24 strokes | 25 strokes | 25 strokes | 26 strokes | 26 strokes | 27 strokes | 27 strokes | 28 strokes | 28 strokes |
|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|
Table 1. Sample Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>1032</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2942</td>
<td>1571</td>
<td>1371</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Chinese Character Recognition Performance in Level One, Level Two and Level Three on 2357 characters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>.54†</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n = 2357 (note: this refers to the number of the character items, not the children.)
†The mean indicates the proportion of character recognition.

Figure 1. Level-one Mastery Characters
Figure 2. Level-two Mastery Characters

Figure 3. Level-three Mastery Characters
Figure 4. Chinese Character Master and Learning Increment